changes in liking as a means of reducing
cognitive discrepancies between selfesteem and aggression'
David C. Glass,^ Tbe Ohio State University

Festmger's theory of cogmtive dissonance (1957) states that
two cogmtions are m a dissonant relation if, considenng these two
alone, they are psychologically inconsistent or contradictory The
existence of dissonance motivates the mdividual to reduce dissonance by engagmg m cognitive changes, behavior changes, etc
This theory has led to a considerable amount of research on the
consequences of behaving m ways which are discrepant with
prior behefs ( e g , Cohen, Brehm, & Flemmg, 1958, Festmger &
Carlsmith, 1959, Cohen, Terry, & Jones, 1959, Brock & Buss,
1962) Recentiy, Bramel (1962, 1963) has shown the relevance
of dissonance theory to the relation between self-esteem and
defensive projection, an area usually considered to be withm the
provmce of personahty theory He found that when an mdividual
IS exposed to mformation both unfavorable to himself and dissonant with his self-image, he tends to attribute the undesirable
characteristic to other people, 1 e , he tends to "project" If the
same unfavorable mformation is consonant with his self-image
(le., if the mdividual has a negative self-image), httle rf any
projection occurs. Thus projection may be viewed as a consequence of the desire to reduce discrepancies produced by
mformation that is mcompatible with a need for a favorable selfevaluation
If one follows Bramel's hne of reasonmg, other processes traditionally viewed to be withm the domain of personahty theory may
be made amenable to a dissonance formulation For example,
' The research reported m this paper was made possible by a grant from the
Development Fund of The Ohio State University The assistance of Milton J
Rosenberg and the late Arthur R Cohen m the design of the expenment is
gratefuUy acknowledged Thanks are also due to Jack W Brehm, Helge H
Mansson, Melvm Zelmk, Alfred Cohn, and PoUy Glass for their helpful comments
on the ongmal manuscnpt
' Now at the Russell Sage Foundation
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increased dislike of the victim of an aggression has often been
observed where a person injures another whom he does not necessarily want to hurt (Davis & Jones, i960, Buss, 1961, Berkowitz,
1962) Given this "mappropnate aggression," the aggressor may
be expected to expenence dissonance The higher his self-esteem
the more would the aggression arouse dissonance, smce his behavior IS more discrepant with his self-image the more self-esteem
he possesses If the aggressor is led to beheve that he has a
preponderance of unfavorable characteristics (low self-esteem),
the act of lnjunng another is consonant with his belief that he is
an unpleasant person, or at the very least is less discrepant with
his self-image than when he perceives himself as having predominantly favorable traits iTie lower his self-esteem the less
dissonance would be aroused by the act of aggression.
The arousal of dissonance will motivate the aggressor to
reduce dissonance as, for example, by mcreasing his dislike of the
other person, thereby makmg his perception of the other consistent with his behavior The higher his self-esteem, the more he
will dishke the other person after aggressmg against him Where
the aggressor views himself m derogatory terms, the act of aggression will produce mimmal dissonance and thus httle mcrease m
dishke of the victim of the attack
The possibility exists that the aggressor, whether of high or
low self-esteem, will not feel responsible for his behavior because
he perceives his aggression to be a consequence of situational
pressures or coercion ( e g , Milgram, 1963) A number of recent
studies (Brehm & Cohen, 1959, Davis & Jones, i960. Brock
& Buss, 1962) have shown that if the person has no alternative except to behave m a manner discrepant with his behefs and values, little if any dissonance is created If, on the
other hand, he experiences the possibihty of behavmg m a manner
consonant with his behefs but still acts m a discrepant manner,
relatively great dissonance is created Findings of tins kind have
led a number of theorists ( e g , Brehm & Cohen, 1962) to suggest
that choosing to engage m the discrepant behavior may be a
necessary condition for arousal of dissonance.
The present expenment is both an extension of the precedmg
considerations on self-esteem mto the domam of aggression and a
further test of the importance of "choice" m arousmg cognitive
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dissonance It exammes the effects of inducing aggressive behavior m an mdividual who is opposed to such aggression, and
under conditions where he has a choice of withdrawmg from the
expenment so that he does not have to perform the aggressive act
If the mdividual makes such a choice, the higher his self-esteem
the greater the dissonance, since the act of lnjurmg another is
dissonant not only with his opposition to aggression but also with
his self-unage iTie aggressor may attempt to reduce dissonance
by increasing his dishke of or unfriendliness toward the other
person * If the aggressor perceives the other person m unpleasant
terms, then the laiowledge that he has aggressed agamst him
would not be mconsistent with his self-image The higher his
self-esteem, the greater the increased unfnendliness toward the
other person
To give an overview of the experiment, Ss were given the
option of refusing (Choice) or were directed (No Choice) to
admimster a series of seemingly pamful electnc shocks to another
person, a confederate of the experimenter (E) All Ss were on
record as opposed to the use of electnc shock on humans for
scientific purposes Half of the Ss had previously received falsified
psychological test results aimed at mcreasmg their level of selfesteem (High Self-Esteem), the remainmg half had received
comparable mformation designed to lower theu- self-esteem (Low
Self-Esteem) In hne with the reasoning presented above, the
major hypothesis was Smce dissonance will be greatest where an
S who believes he has high self-esteem chooses to carry out an
aggression which he opposes, S will become more unfnendly
toward the person he attacks under the Choice, High Self-Esteem
condition than imder the Choice, Low Self-Esteem condition
where dissonance will be mmimal Dissonance arousal is not
expected m the No Choice conditions and therefore no changes
m fnendliness should appear
' It IS recognized that the aggressor might also attempt to reduce dissonance
by lowenng his self-esteem However, it is assumed that m general strong barners to self-derogation exist, and that m the absence of exphcit influence pressures,
mcreased dislike of self as a mode of dissonance reduction is less likely to occur
than increased dislike of the other person

METHOD

Subjects
Ss were 60 male volunteers recruited from introducrtory sociology
classes at Ohio State University Seventy Ss were actually used, but
deletions occurred durmg the expenment and it was decided to
continue collecting data untU there were 15 usable cases in each
condition * All Ss were part of a larger sample that had received a
questionnaire asking, "How strongly do you favor or oppose the use of
electric shock on humans for scientific purposes?" The accompanying
scale had 51 points with each tenth pomt labeled as follows "Extremely Opposed," "Somewhat Opposed," "Slightly Opposed," "Shghtly
In Favor," "Somewhat In Favor," and "Extremely In Favor" This
questionnaire was admmistered by the sociology mstmctors and every
precaution was taken to prevent Ss from associatmg E with the
questionnaire Those Ss who reported bemg "somewhat opposed" or
"extremely opposed" to the use of shock were mcluded m tibe study,
and were then assigned to one of the four experimental conditions on
Procedure
Approximately two weeks before the experimental session, E appeared m Ss' classes and admmistered a senes of psychological tests
"designed to discover somethmg about the personality and mtelligence
of college students" The tests mcluded die Crowne-Marlowe social
desirability scale (i960), a card from the Rorschach senes, a shortened
version of the Otis Self-Admmistenng Test of Mental Abdity, and an
adjective checklist self-esteem measure Ss were told that these tests
would be confidentially analyzed by three senior members of the
Psychological Chnic as part of a nation-wide study bemg conducted
by the Clmic Ss were further informed that they could learn their
Insults m a later mterview, at which time they would take additional
tests aimed at measurmg their self-msight, their ability to form impressions, and related charactensbcs
Manipulating Self-Esteem At the begmnmg of the expenmental
session, S was mterviewed regarding his results on the previously
admimstered personahty and mtelligence tests Unknown to S the
results he received had no reference to his actual test performance
Only two test reports were used, one favorable and the other unfavorable The reports were very similar to those used by Bramel
* Ten Ss were excluded from the analysis for the followmg reasons Five were
suspicious that the confederate was not as presented, three did not beheve they
actually admimstered shock to the confederate, and two refused to admmister
shock when given the opbon of refusmg Suspiaous Ss were about evenly distnbuted across the four condibons, but the two Ss who refused to admmister
shock were both from the Choice, Low Self-Esteem condibon
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(i960), and covered the followmg areas of personality and mtellectual
functionmg ( i ) general level of personality maturity, (2) mental
alertness and mtelhgence, (3) concem for the feelmgs of others, and
{4) egocentncity Each section of the report discussed at length
the test results beanng on a particular area, the tone of the report
bemg consistently favorable or consistently unfavorable Both reports
were essentially the same but the contents were opposite m mtent,
one bemg designed to lower S's self-esteem (unfavorable report), and
the other to raise it (favorable report) A sample section from each
report follows First, the section on "general level of personality
matunty" m the favorable report
This person shows a high degree of personality maturity,
signified by a successful mtegration on the vanous levels
of funcbonmg He reveals himself to be well-equipped
for a productive and conflict-free adjustment to most environmental circumstances In almost every respect, he
presents a well-balanced and effective personality pattern,
considerate and sympathetic, intellectually alert and flexible, and excellently qualified for a successful leadership role
He stands above the average and presents
one of the more favorable personahty structures that has
been analyzed by this staff
The correspondmg section m the unfavorable report was as follows
In general this person shows a low degree of personality matunty, signified by a failure to amve at a really
satisfactory mtegration of motivations on the conscious
and unconscious levels. The pattern of his responses is
generally poor mdicatmg a weak personality, with evidence of mconsiderateness, lack of mtellectual alertness
and flexibility, and a lack of capabihty for successful
^
leadership
He stands below the average and presents
one of the more unfavorable personality structures that
has been analyzed by this staff
After bemg assigned to his expenmental condition (1 e , High or
Low Self-Esteem), a given S was read the report by E, the reading
and discussion talang m all about 20 mmutes Followmg this, S
was informed that he would now take several tests which would assess
additional aspects of his personality and mtelhgence S then rated
himself on 16 polar adjective 7-pomt scales, a measure designed to
determme the effectiveness of the self-esteem manipulations An
over-all favorabihty score was computed across the scales Examples
of the adjectives were mature-immature, mteUigent-unmtelhgent, and
considerate-thoughtless
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Introducing the Confederate When S completed his self-ratmgs, E
left the room and returned with an expenmental accomplice, who
was mtroduced as another student waitmg to take part m the study.
E then explained that "the next test is concerned with how people
make judgments of one another on the basis of first impressions," and
that S and the confederate would therefore be required to make some
personahty judgments about each other To aid them m forming
their impressions E suggested they should become better acquainted,
and that one way to do this would be for the confederate to admmister
some simple tests to S ® Two tests were suggested a picture completion test and a task m which S had to count backwards from 99 to 1
by two's as quickly as possible E pointed out that S's responses
would not be scored and that the whole procedure was designed only
to help S and the other student "get acquamted with each other" E
then quickly explamed the method of admmistenng the tests and
told the two to begin In admmistermg the tests, the confederate
consistently maintained a fnendly attitude, although his remarks
were restncted to the tests themselves and a final comment of "very
good" when S completed both tests
Upon completion of the tests, E asked them to fill out questionnaires
which measured their feelmgs of fnendlmess toward one another
The quesbonnaire purported to assess the abihty to make personahty
judgments on the basis of first impressions A total fnendlmess score
was computed based on S's responses to the three mtercorrelated
items m the questionnaire (Berkowitz, i960) The items asked
(1) "Would you admit Mr
(name of the confederate was
written m here) mto your circle of close friendsf*", (2) "Would you
like to participate m another study with Mr
?", (3) "Would
you like Mr
as a roommate"*" Each item was accompanied by
a 7-point scale where 1 = "Definitely Yes" and 7 = "Defimtely No"
S's score was the sum of the scale pomts he checked for each item,
this constitutmg the "before" measure of S's fnendlmess toward the
confederate Throughout this paper our workmg assumption is that
the unfnendlmess responses are mdicative of dishke
Shock Instructions The technique by which S administered shock
was a modified version of the "aggression machme" descnbed fully by
Buss (1961) The idea is for S to act as an experimenter in a concept
formation task and to admmister electnc shock to another student
(the confederate) whenever the latter makes an mcorrect response
' This method was selected for getbng S and the confederate acquamted
because of considerabons of comparabihty with a second expenment m which
the confederate msults S m the course of admimstermg the tests Although the
method used here may have been somewhat less than "cogmbvely real" for S,
it aroused no parbcular suspicions and seemed to have the desired efiFect
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We tum now to the details of this procedure as used m the present
expenment
Immediately followmg the "fnendlmess" questionnaire, S and the
confederate were told that the next test was designed to study the
ability to leam concepts, "more specifically, what effects the personality of the experimenter has on conceptual leammg" E further
explained that one of them would act as the expenmenter and
the other as the subject E paused a moment, looked at the confederate
and said "Why don't you serve as the subject, and Mr (Subject) as
the expenmenter?" E then suggested that the confederate wait m
the next room while S learned about the procedure he would have to
follow
Next E explamed to S how he should tram the confederate m the
concept task, l e , how he should present the stimuh and how he should
admmister shock when the confederate made an error The "aggression machme" was anranged so that a wooden barner separated
S and the confederate, and tdkmg was prohibited by E's mstructions
Each time the confederate responded mcorrectly to the stimulus, l e ,
pressed an incorrect switch m response to a pattern of lights presented
by S, the latter was told to depress a "shock" switch which presumably delivered a loo-volt shock to the confederate Smce the arousal
of dissonance depended on S's behevmg that the confederate had
received shock, a loud chck sounded and a light above the shock
switch flashed on each time S depressed the switch The shock, of
course, never reached the confederate, who disconnected the curcuit
hy means of a concealed switch on his panel Throughout the "leammg" trials, however, he behaved as though he was receivmg shock,
gaspmg audibly whenever S depressed the shock switch
After completmg his explanation of the concept formation test, E
showed S what a 40-volt shock would feel like, ostensibly to acquamt
him with what his "subject" would be experiencmg E emphasized
that the confederate would receive more than twice that amount, 1 e ,
100 volts After expenencmg the 40-volt shock, S was asked to rate
how much pam he thought the confederate would experience when
receivmg the 100-volt shock The ratmg scale ran from 1 = "No pam
or discomfort at aU" to 7 = "Extremely great pam " At the end of the
expenment S rated how much pam he thought the confederate had
actually expenenced The before-to-after change m his ratmg was
used to assess whether S tned to mmimize the pamfulness of the shocks
as a means of reducmg dissonance
Manipulating Choice Following S's mitial rating of the shock,
the choice manipulation was introduced In the No Choice condition,
the confederate was brought m, briefly informed of the procedure he
was to follow, and then the test was begun In the Choice condition
JE first gave S the option to leave Employmg a modified version of

mstmctions descnbed by Brock and Buss (1962), E made these
comments
Although you came up here today and have already taken
part m some of the tests, I want to emphasize that
you're under no obhgation to contmue with the remamder
of the tests if you don't want to You can leave if you
want to—some students have preferred not to get mvolved m this next test and have left In other words,
participation is entirely up to you, you don't have to
feel any obligation toward me The study can always
try to get odder students Do you want to contmue?
If S said 'Tes" at this pomt, E said
Are you sure^ You know it's entirely up to you whether
or not you stay and give the shocks The responsibility
IS really yours Are you wilhng to do lt'^
If S said "Yes" for a second tune, the choice manipulation was concluded E then brought m the confederate and he was engaged m
the concept formation test (Only two Ss refused to admimster shock )
There were 60 "leammg" tnals durmg which the confederate
presented a programmed senes of responses so that the number of
mcorrect responses (and therefore shocks) was 24 m the 60 tnals
Since the confederate gasped and moved m discomfort each time the
shock switch was pressed, it was assumed that S thought he was
causing the confederate considerable pam, a cognifaon which was
dissonant with S's reported opposition to the use of shock m research.
After the 60th trial was completed, the confederate was asked to wait
m the next room while S was given some further tests £ explained
that as soon as S was finished, the confederate would also be given
additional tests
Postsession The next step required S to rerate the confederate on
the three-item "fnendlmess" questionnaire descnbed above The
rationale given for this second rating was that S was now better
acquamted with the other student (le, the confederate), and E was
therefore mterested m S's present impressions The anonymity of S's
responses was stressed The before-to-after change m S's ratmgs of
fnendlmess was the major dependent vanable used m this study
After completmg the ratmgs, S responded to a questionnaire designed to measure (i) his attitude toward the use of electnc shock in
research (the same item used m selectmg the Ss), (2) his judgment
of the pamfulness of the shocks he adimnistered to the confederate
(the same item given before the'concept formation test), and (3)
the effectiveness of the choice mampulabons
The postexpenmental questionnaire was followed by an mterview
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designed to determme whether or not S was suspicious of any aspect
of the expenmental procedure S was then given an exhaustive explanation of the true purpose of the experiment, mcludmg the fact
that the reports were mcapable of correctly evaluatmg a person's
mtelhgence and personality The importance of expenmental deceptions was explamed and not until S seemed satisfied was the expenment ended S was asked not to discuss the study with his friends,
and there was no evidence to indicate that Ss did not comply with
this request
RESULTS

Effectiveness of the Expenmental Mampulattons
Level of self-esteem, or the number of favorable self-appraisals
was one of the two mdependent vanables mampulated m this
study Before assessing the effectiveness of the self-esteem manipulations. It was necessary to determme whether initial level of
self-esteem was eqmvalent m the expenmental conditions The
adjective checklist measure of self-esteem admmistered before the
experiment provided the data for determmmg this eqmvalence.
Companson of the mean checklist scores for the High and Low
Self-Esteem conditions revealed a significant difference at the 05
level (means = 30 33 and 21.57, respectively) ® A further analysis
was therefore undertaken to determme whether the conditions
were eqmvalent at least m terms of relative proportions of high
and low self-esteem Ss Accordingly, all checklist scores were
dichotomized at the combmed median for the entire sample
Table 1 shows that m the two Self-Esteem conditions there are
Table i Number of Ss scormg above and below the median score
"or mitial level of self-esteem
Expenmental condition

High self-esteem

Above median self-esteem checklist score
Jelow median self-esteem checklist score

16
14

Low self-esteem

12
18

approximately equal numbers of Ss havmg lmtial checklist scores
above and below the median (chi-square = 62, n s ). The data
then suggest an mitial equivalence m median level of self-esteem
•All significance levels reported m this paper are based on two-tailed tests
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between the two experimental conditions, although they do not
permit us to say uneqmvocally that there was no mitial difference
However, as we report in the next section, the mean difference m
lmtial self-esteem appeared to exert httle effect on the relationship
between manipulated self-esteem and changes m fnendlmess
The effectiveness of the self-esteem mampulations ( l e , the
falsified test reports) was evaluated by comparmg the High and
Low Self-Esteem groups on level of self-esteem as measured by
the polar adjective 7-pomt scales The range of mean self-favorability scores on this measure ran from a low of 1 to a high of 7.
The mean score was 5 69 for the High Self-Esteem condition and
4 12 for the Low Self-Esteem condition, the difference being
significant at beyond the 001 level (t = 872, 58 df) We may
conclude thus that the mtended differences m self-esteem were
successfully mduced by the falsified test reports
The manipulation of the second independent vanable, choice,
also appeared to be generally successful This can be seen by
examimng Ss' postexpenmental responses to two 7-pomt scales
(I) "
how much choice do you feel you had m whether or not
you took part m the conceptual learmng test?" where 1 = "No
Choice At All," and 7 = "Complete Choice", (2) "To what extent
did you feel it was up to you whether or not you admimstered
the shocks
?" where 1 = "Not At All Up To Me," and 7 =
"Completely Up To Me " The mean ratings on the first item were
6 50 for the Choice condition and 4 50 for the No Choice condition
{t = 1 90, 2Q df,p < .10). On the second item (which measured
S's perceived obhgation to admmister shock), the mean rating m
the Choice condition (526) was higher than m the No Choice
condition (3 50), but here a high score means little perceived
obhgation The difference between the mean ratmgs was significant at beyond the 01 level (i = 320, 58 (i/). It would seem
therefore that Choice Ss perceive more choice and less obhgation m admmistermg shock than do No Choice Ss
Change tn Level of Fnendlmess
The major dependent vanable was the change m S's feelmgs
of fnendlmess toward the confederate. The mean change scores
are presented for each expenmental condition m Table 2, along
with the mean level of fnendlmess pnor to the admmistration of
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Table 2 Mean before and change scores of fnendlmess ratmgs
Experimental condition

Low Self-Esteem

High Self-Esteem

Choice
(N=15)

8
-1

Before scores'

53*
33,*

No Choice
(N = 15)

Choice
(N = 15)

9 33

+ 20

10 00

+ 80

No Choice
(N=15)

9 93

+ 07

Note The tower the before score the more the initial friendliness, the range running from a low of 3
to a high of 21

Since signs were reversed, a negative change score indicates a decrease in

fnendlmess toward the confederate, a positive score mdicates an increose in friendliness

* High versus Low Self-Esteem, F = 3 14, n s , Choice versus No Choice, F = 40, n s , Interaction,
54,n.s
•> High versus Low Self-Esteem, F = 8 15, p < 0 5 , Choice versus No Choice, F = 1 3 0 , n s , Interaction, F = 10 4 8 , p < 01
f=

* By the Duncan Multiple Range Test, none of the cells in the first row are significantly different
from one another at the 0 5 level

In the second row, the cell containing subscript, is significantly

different from the others at the 0 5 level

shock An analysis of vanance of the change scores revealed a
highly sigmficant mteraction between the Choice and Self-Esteem
treatments (p < oi) The data mdicate that under Choice there
IS a decrease m level of fnendlmess for Ss m the High but not m
the Low Self-Esteem condition, whereas under No Choice level
of fnendlmess remams about the same m both self-esteem conditions Moreover, the mean reduction m fnendlmess is sigmficantly
different from zero only for the Choice, High Self-Esteem condition (t = 3 59,14 df, p < 001), the other mean change scores fail
to reach the 5 per cent level of sigmficance.
In the previous section, we reported a mean difference m
initial self-esteem between Ss m the High and Low Self-Esteem
conditions This difference may have contributed to some of the
variance m the change scores, rendermg equivocal any mterpretation of the mteraction between the Choice and Self-Esteem treatments If Ss m the High Self-Esteem condition began the
experiment with a more favorable self-image than those m the
Low Self-Esteem condition, then the changes m fnendlmess
might be due to variations m lmtial self-esteem rather than m
manipulated self-esteem We therefore decided to carry out an
analysis of covariance on the change scores partialmg out the
variance associated with mitial self-esteem This procedure
yielded adjusted mean change scores which were vutuaJly ldenti-
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cal with those reported m Table 2 Moreover, the within-conditions correlations between lmtial self-esteem and the change
scores were uniformly nonsignificant (all r's < 40) On the basis
of these results, we may conclude that changes m fnendlmess
are associated with manipulated self-esteem as predicted
The possibihty still exists, however, that the significant mteraction between choice and self-esteem might be due to some
systematic relationship between change and before scores Three
additional analyses were performed m order to check on this possibility The results provide no evidence of a relationship between
change and before scores First, an analysis of vanance of the
before scores failed to yield any sigmficant differences between
the four before-score means Secondly, an analysis of covariance
mdicated that the mteraction mean square for choice and selfesteem was still significant after partiahng out any effects of the
before scores Third, none of the four correlations between the
before and change scores was statistically significant (all r's <
45)
It should be noted that unhke the Choice, High Self-Esteem
condition, a decrement in fnendlmess does not appear m the
Choice, Low Self-Esteem condition In fact the mean change
score {+ 80) IS m the du-ection of an mcrease m fnendlmess,
although it IS not significantly different from zero This findmg
IS somewhat surpnsmg, since one might expect that S's choice to
admimster shock would arouse some (minimal) dissonance even
if he has low self-esteem Apparently however, S's decision to
administer shock was consistent with a negative self-conception,
and the volimtary act of mjunng another was not sufficiently
discrepant to be dissonance-arousing. Some support for this
position can be found in the results of previous expenments For
example, Deutsch, Krauss, and Rosenau (1962) have demonstrated that for an act to arouse dissonance it must not only be
voluntary but also mconsistent with a positive self-image
Alternative Ways of Reducing Dissonance
Previous expenments have shown that postaggression dissonance can be reduced m other ways than by a reduction m
fnendlmess ( e g . Brock & Buss, 1 9 ^ ) . It is possible, for example,
that Ss reduced dissonance by j u d ^ g diat they were obhgated
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Table 3 Alternative ways of reducmg postaggression dissonance.
Experimental condition

Low Self-Esteem

High Self-Esteem

Choice
(N = 15)
A Mean amount of perceived choice"
B Mean amount of perceived obligation''
C Mean amount of chonge in perceived

6 73,*
5 33,
0 00

No Choice
(N = 15)

4

Choice
(N=15)

6

532

36O2

27,

52O1

+ 13

+ 67

No Choice
(N=15)

4 47s
3 40,

+ 40

painfulness of the shocks'
D Mean amount of attitude change"

« The higher the score the greater the perceived choice High versus Low Self-Esteem, F=
n.s , Choice versus No Choice, F = 3 5 29, p < 0 0 1 , Interaction, F = 36, n.s

62,

^ The higher the score the less the perceived obligahon to administer shock High versus Low

Self-Esteem, F = 0 8 , n s . Choice versus No Choice, F=877.p<

0 0 1 , Interaction, F = 004, n.s

^ A positive change score indicates an increase in perceived painfulness from before to after

administration of the shocks High versus Low Self-Esteem, F = 4 47, p < 10, Choice versus No
Choice, F = 0 8 , n s , Interaction, F = 85, n s
<
> A positive score indicates attitude change in a direction favorable toward the use of electric

shock on humans in scientific research High versus Low Self-Esteem, F = 04, ns. Choice versus No
Choice, F = 2 59, n.s , Interaction, F = 03, n s
* Within each row, the cells with different subscriph differ significantly from one another at the
05 level by the Duncan Multiple Range Test
cantly different from 3 6 0 at the

The only exception is in Row B where 5 3 3 is signifi-

10 level

to administer the shocks, a cognition which is consonant with a
positive self-image. An analysis of vanance was carried out on Ss'
responses to the choice and obhgation items descnbed m the
section on effectiveness of the expenmental mampulations Table
3, Rows A and B show that under Choice conditions Ss perceived
more choice (F = 35 29, p < 001), and less obhgation (F = 8 77,
p< 001) than under No Choice conditions Moreover there were
no sigmficant outcomes for manipulated level of self-esteem.
These findmgs suggest that Choice Ss did not perceive themselves as obhgated to admmister shock but rather perceived that
they had freely chosen to dehver shock Correlations between
choice, obligation, and unfnendlmess change scores were nonsignificant m all conditions (r's < 40), except for the Choice,
High Self-Esteem treatment where the relationship between
choice and mcreased unfriendlmess {r = + 64) was significant
at beyond the 01 level. The latter finding is of course consistent
With theory, and the lack of other significant correlations lends
support to the conclusion that Ss were not reducmg dissonance
by judgmg themselves as obhgated to administer the shocks.
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Another avenue by which Ss could have reduced postaggression dissonance is pain mimmization, or the judgment that the
electric shocks are less painful after admmistration than before
An attempt was made to close off this avenue of dissonance
reduction by havmg the confederate behave as though he was
expenencmg great pam, i e , by gaspmg audibly each time S
depressed the "shock switch " It was expected that this procedure
would make it difficult for Ss to mamtam that the shocks did not
really hurt their victim If, on the other hand, the procedure
proved meffective and Ss used pam mmimization as a mode of
dissonance reduction, one would expect greater minimization to
occur under Choice, High Self-Esteem than under Choice, Low
Self-Esteem This was m fact not the case Table 2, Row C
summarizes the before-to-after changes m Ss' ratmgs of the pamfulness of the shocks The between-conditions differences are
uniformly nonsignificant, and consistent with expectations, there
IS zero change m the Choice, High Self-Esteem condition Moreover, what httle change does occur in the other conditions is
toward a perception of mcreased pamfulness
In addition to perceived obhgation and pam minimization, Ss
might have reduced dissonance by becommg more favorable
toward the use of electnc shock m scientific research An attitude
in favor of shock would alter the psychological implications of
administenng shock so that the act would not necessarily be dissonant with a positive self-nnage As with pam minimization, one
would expect more positive attitude change to occur m the high
dissonance condition (Choice, High Self-Esteem) than m the
others Table 2, Row D shows the mean attitude change scores
based on measures taken before and after the expenment Although there is some positive change m all conditions (with the
greatest amount occumng under Choice), high within-condition
vanance prevented all differences from reaching statistical significance In addition, correlations between positive attitude change
and mcreased unfnendlmess were nonsignificant m all four conditions (r's < 35) While these results suggest that attitude change
played a nunor role m Ss' attempts to reduce dissonance, the fact
remains that some change did occur, particularly under the choice
conditions The possibihty exists therefore that some Ss may have
employed attitude change and mcreased unfnendlmess as com-
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plementary avenues of dissonance reduction. However, the
absence of any withm-conditions correlations between these
variables would seem to suggest that very few Ss employed both
modes of dissonance reduction
DISCUSSION

The results reported above support the mam hypothesis of the
present expenment, i e , the option of choosmg to admimster
shock plus a positive self-image combme to arouse the greatest
amount of dissonance A direct consequence of this dissonance is
mcreased unfnendlmess toward the person who has received the
shock, a cogmtion which is consonant with the aggression and
thus reduces dissonance.
In the analysis of the change scores, it was shown that choosmg to deliver shock did not by itself result m a reduction in level
of friendhness. Earher studies ( e g , Davis & Jones, 1960) have
documented the importance of choice in postaggression revaluation of the mjured person, but as with the Davis and Jones experiment, the present study suggests that the conditions under which
choice IS made should be specified It would appear that the
choice to behave m an aggressive manner must be dissonant with
a positive self-image m order for negative revaluation ( e g , mcreased unfnendlmess) to occur In considermg the consequences
of choosmg to aggress, therefore, it is essential to take account of
personahty factors, as in this study where we manipulated the
aggressor's level of self-esteem TTie combmation of high selfesteem and choice appeared to be the necessary and sufficient
condibon which aroused dissonance and consequent negative
revaluation
This conclusion should not be construed as implying that
choice m the absence of high self-esteem will produce only
minimal dissonance Smce the present expenment only mvolved
behavior which was discrepant with a positive self-image, the
generahty of our findmgs on the role of choice must await further
experimentation Specifically, a rephcation is needed m which the
experimentally induced behavior is discrepant viath a negative
self-image as, for example, where a person of low self-esteem
performs an act of kindness and consideration Under such conditions choice may be both necessary and sufficient for the arousal
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of dissonance On the basis of the results reported here, however,
we can say that m order to arouse postaggression dissonance, the
commitment implicit m choosmg to injure another must be a
commitment which is also discrepant with a positive self-image
Although the purpose of the present expenment was to test
a denvation from dissonance theory and not to explore the role
of sex differences m dissonance-arousal, there is suggestive evidence from other studies that the sex of the victim has an effect on
postaggression dissonance In the study by Brock and Buss
(1962), which was somewhat similar to the present expenment,
it was found that when the victim was a male, pam minimization
was the primary mode of dissonance reduction With a female
victim, the evidence suggested that "expression of great obhgation
to shock was used to reduce dissonance" (Brcx^k & Buss, 1962, p
201). It might well be that with a female victim similar effects
would be observed m this experiment, i.e , mcreased dishke as an
avenue of dissonance reduction may be restncted to instances
where the victim is male
The possibihty that sex of the victim affects the arousal and
reduction of postaggression dissonance is an lntrigumg problem
for future research It does not mean, however, that dissonance
theory must be modified to take account of sex differences. These
differences may simply reffect the type of mduction used to arouse
dissonance m a given expenment Thus, administration of shock
to men and women may have qmte different psychological imphcations, but this does not mean that the logic of the dissonance
model vanes with the sex of the victmi Rather the issue is
methodological, 1 e , a matter of specifying how a particular dissonance operation is affected by the sex vanable In any event,
it remains to be seen whether sex, either of the victim or the aggressor, IS a factor affectmg postaggression mcrements m dislike
The present expenment has imphcations for the role of dissonance theory m bndgmg the gap between personahty and at
least some forms of social behavior, 1 e , mterpersonal aggression
Although much has been written about the cathartic virtues of
aggression (Dollard, Miller, Doob, Mowrer, & Sears, 1939), a
number of mvestigators have noted that an aggressor sometunes
shows increased dislike for the victim of his attack (Davis & Jones,
i960, Feshbach, 1956, Berkowitz, 1962). Attempts to explam this
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increment in dislike have hypothesized an intemal reaction in
the aggressor which somehow enhances dislike of his victim The
specification of the mtemal reaction has remamed unclear Some
( e g . Buss, 1961) havemamtamed that when aggression occurs m
the absence of anger, there is an mcrease m dislike of the victim,
when aggression occurs m the presence of anger, a decrease takes
place Others ( e g , Berkowitz, 1962) have suggested that the
mcrement is a function of feelmgs of gmlt aroused by the aggressive behavior, smce gmlt lmphes frustration of S's need to &mk
well of himself dislike is aroused both toward himself and the
victim, the latter being seen as at least partly responsible for the
guilt-mduced discomfort Still others ( e g , Hokanson, 1961) have
advanced an explanation closely related to the Berkowitz position,
m which the aggressor is said to become anxious about the consequences of his aggressive behavior, the anxiety is expenenced
as a frustration and leads to mcreased dishke of the victim
These explanations emphasize transitory emotional states of
the aggressor, and tend to overlook cognitive aspects of his
personahty as possible factors producing postaggression mcrements m dishke (Bnm, Glass, Lavm, & Goodman, 1962) The
results of the present expenment lead to a contradictory suggestion that the cognitive personahty vanable, self-esteem, is an
important determmant of such mcrements Self-esteem, when
viewed m the hght of its role m arousmg dissonance, leads to a
denvation which specifies the nature of the psychological process
givmg nse to mcreased dishke The dissonance formulation suggests that mdividual differences m self-esteem may accoimt for
postaggression mcrements m dislike vnthout recoin^e to generalized mtemal reactions such as gmlt Of course dissonance itself is
an mtervenmg construct, but it appears to generate more specific
predictions. A guilt or anxiety hypothesis fads to specify the
conditions under which aggression will give rise to the anxiety or
guilt and thus to mcreased dishke.
SUMMARY

A study was designed to test the hypothesis that postaggression mcrements in unfnendlmess are directly related to the
amount of cognitive dissonance aroused m the aggressor It was
further hypothesized that dissonance is greatest where the aggres-
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sor ( l ) has a positive self-conception, and (2) chooses to dehver
pam when this aggression is contrary to his behefs It was
predicted that under these conditions the aggressor would reduce
dissonance by becommg more unfriendly toward his victim, a
cognition which is consonant with his aggressive behavior Participating m the experiment were 60 male undergraduates opposed
to usmg electric shock on humans m research Ss were divided
mto two groups one received a fraudulent psychological test
report designed to enhance self-esteem, the other a report which
lowered self-esteem Ss m both groups dehvered electnc shocks
to an experimental confederate posing as another student Half
of the Ss m each self-esteem group dehvered the shocks under
voluntary conditions, the other half imder nonvoluntary conditions The dependent variable was the amount of change m S's
self-ratmgs of fnendlmess toward the confederate from before to
after admmistration of the shocks
The results supported the mam hypothesis Ss m the Choice,
High Self-Esteem condition showed a significant mcrease m unfnendlmess, whereas only mmimal change appeared m the other
three conditions These findmgs mdicated that choosmg to
engage m behavior discrepant with one's behefs (1 e , choosing to
deliver shock) must imply a discrepancy with one's positive selfimage m order to arouse dissonance and consequent mcreased
unfnendlmess Additional evidence mdicated that perceived
obhgation and pam minimization were not employed as alternative modes of dissonance reduction. Although some attitude
change appeared in all conditions, the differences between conditions were not significant, thereby suggestmg that attitude change
also played a mmor role m Ss' attempts to reduce dissonance The
results were discussed m terms of then: imphcations for a dissonance theory approach to personahty and mterpersonal aggresREFERENCES
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